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Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France MS Lat. 9656

Abbreviation: Paris, Lat. 9656

Contents: Liber Papiensis (Liber legis langobardorum) with incorporated Walcausina,
Placita glosses and Lombardic Diagrams, document with witness list,
Lombard Cartulary, Lex Baivariorum [Fragment], Lex Salica [Karolina
Emendata]

Date: s. xi3/4 (from 1050 to 1075)

Summary: This appears to be a composite manuscript, produced from three broadly
contemporary volumes. The first containing the Lombard Edictus with
integrated Walcausina commentary (fols 1-68), the second the Frankish and
Saxon capitularies relating to Italy, again with integrated Walcausina
commentary, and the Lombard cartulary at the end (fols 69-108), and the
third comprising the copy of the prologue to the Lex Baivariorum followed
immediately by the Lex Salica Karolina Emendata (fols 109-15). No
evidence in the manuscript presents a date for the joining of the two parts of
the Liber Papiensis, nor for the addition of the other law-codes.

Extent: ii + 115 + iii

Origin: Northern Italy, probably Pavia, or Verona

Provenance: Monastery of San Eufemia, Verona; later in possession of Count Paolino
de’Gianfilippi, Verona (1745-1827); acquired by the Bibliothèque Nationale
de France (1843).

Surrogates: Black and white scan of microfilm freely available online: Gallica
<http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b105363257/f5.image.r=Lois%20des%
20Lombards>
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MANUSCRIPT CONTENTS

Item: fols. 1r, l. 1 - 68r, l. 41

Title: Liber Papiensis (Part I: Lombard laws), Walcausina incorporated and
various glosses and Lombardic diagrams in the margins

Rothair: fol. 1r, l. 1 - fol. 35r, l. 16
Grimwald: fol. 35r, l. 18 - fol. 37r, l. 29
Liutprand: fol. 37r, l. 30 - fol. 63v, l. 38
Ratchis: fol. 63v, l. 39 - fol. 66r, l. 27
Aistulf: fol. 66r, l. 29 - fol. 68r, l. 41

Incipit: IN NOMINE DOMINI

Excipit: legem non potuerit| deseruiat in antea

Mise-en-page: The text-block is written in a brown ink, in a single column, sub-divided
into clauses. The text begins above top line on each page. The inner margin
one each page is narrow, while the outer margin is wide enough to
accommodate glosses. Unlike Vienna ÖNB Cod. 471, in which the space
for glosses has been ruled in some quires, the space for the glosses in Paris,
Lat. 9656 manuscript is not formally demarcated. The final words of the
laws of Astulph (No. 13) are added into the margin below the text-block
towards the right hand side (fol. 68r).

Initials: pen-drawn initials in the ink of the main text-block of one to three
lines’ height. The initials are usually set into the margin to the left of the
text-block, although some of the two and three-line initials are occasionally
inset into the text-block.

Glosses and additions: set in the margins, mostly outer and lower,
occasionally inner. The Lombardic diagrams tend to be positioned in the
lower margins, but not exclusively. The various additions are contemporary,
and written in the same hands and inks as the main text-block.

Hands: Four in all.
No. 1: fols. 1r, l. 1 - 8r, l. 40
No. 2: fols. 9r, l. 1 - 35r, l. 40
No. 3: fol. 35v
No. 4: fols. 36r, l. 1 - 68r, l. 41

Date: s. xi3/4

Text Language: Latin
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Item: fol. 68v, ll. 1-41

Title: [document with witnesses]

Mise-en-page: Originally written in a continuous block across the page for ll. ~1-17,
ignoring the left vertical bounding lines, and starting instead just to the right
of the column of prick marks. Some of the document also appears to be
written in the upper margin. From, probably, l. 18 to l. 36 the document
stays within the ruled text-block, as do the two witnesses on ll. 39 and 41,
respectively. A large, dark rectangular area conceals the text-block from ll.
1-25.

Hands: Possibly hand No. 4, although due to the condition of the parchment
diagnosis is uncertain.

Date: s. xi3/4

Text Language: Latin

Item: fols 69r, l. 1 - 104v, l. 9

Title: Liber Papiensis (Part II, Capitularies), Walcausina incorporated and various
glosses and Lombardic diagrams in the margins

Charlemagne: fol. 69r, l. 1 - fol. 78v, l. 18
Pippin: fol. 78v, l. 19 - fol. 81v, l. 13
Louis the Pious: fol. 81v, l. 14 - fol. 88v, l. 13
Lothar: fol. 88v, l. 14 - fol. 96r, l. 28
Louis II: fol. 96r, l. 29 - fol. 97r, l. 7
Wido: fol. 97r, l. 8 - fol. 99r, l. 37
Otto I: fol. 99r, l. 15 - fol. 102r, l. 28
Otto III: fol. 102r, l. 29 - fol. 102v, l. 90
Henry I: fol. 102v, l. 10 - fol. 103r, l. 35
Conrad: fol. 103r, l. 36 - fol. 103v, l. 26
Henry II: fol. 103v, l. 27 - fol. 104v, l. 9

Incipit: Anno feliciter undecimo regnante domino nostro karolo

Excipit: capitali dampna|re sententia

Mise-en-page: The text-block is written in a brown ink, in a single column, sub-divided
into clauses. The text begins above top line on each page. The inner margin
one each page is narrow, while the outer margin is wide enough to
accommodate glosses. Unlike Vienna ÖNB Cod. 471, in which the space
for glosses has been ruled in some quires, the space for the glosses in Paris,
Lat. 9656 manuscript is not formally demarcated. The Frankish capitularies
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are divided into five parts, each following on immediately from the
previous in the text-block but marked with an explicit and incipit in the
text-block at the start of the next emperor. The Saxon capitularies are
marked as the sixth book, again continuing directly on from the Frankish
capitularies, but are not themselves further sub-divided.

Initials: pen-drawn initials in the ink of the main text-block of one to two
lines’ height. The initials are almost exclusively set into the margin to the
left of the text-block, although some indent slightly. No special attention is
given to the first capitulary of a new emperor.

Glosses and additions: set in the margins, mostly outer and lower,
occasionally inner. The Lombardic diagrams are as often positioned in the
outer margin as the lower. The various additions are contemporary, and
written in the same hands and inks as the main text-block.

Hands: Two.
No. 5: fols. 69r, l. 1 - 71r, l. 26
No. 6: fols. 71r, l. 27 - 104v, l. 8

Date: s. xi3/4

Text Language: Latin

Item: fols 104v, l. 9 - 108v, l. 35

Title: Lombard Cartulary, nos. 17-25

Incipit: Qualit carta ostendatur

Excipit: precipi|te fieri noticiam

Mise-en-page: Written in a single column in the text-block, to the same mise-en-page as
the preceding part of the Liber Papiensis which it follows on from,
following an explicit written in the empty line-space at the end of fol. 104v,
l. 8. Clauses on both sides of the final folio (fol. 108), break through the
outer vertical bounding line to the right of the text-block and extend to the
prick-marks. On fol. 108r, the text continues for two (unruled) lines into the
lower margin. On fol. 108v, the ruled lines of the text-block are not
followed at all except for the final clause (no. 25), which follows the
vertical and lower bounding lines of the text-block, but not the individual
ruled lines.

Hands: Five (or possibly six) in all. The majority of the text-block is copied by
hand 6, but on the final folio, four other scribes copy sections of 9 to 26
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lines each. Radding, following a conversation with Antonio Ciaralli,
suggests there is a fifth further scribe on fol. 108 (1996: 857).
No. 6: fols 104v, l. 9 - 108r, l. 10
No. 7: fol. 108r, ll. 10-24
No. 8: fol. 108r, ll. 24-40 and lower margin
No. 9: fol. 108v, ll. 1-26 (as written, not as ruled)
No. 10: fol. 108v, ll. 27-36 (as written, not as ruled)

Date: s. xi3/4

Text Language: Latin

Item: fol. 109r, l. 1-14

Title: Lex Baivariorum, Prologue [Fragment] (see von Schwind, 1926: 201-03)

Incipit: Theodoricus rex francorum

Excipit: refrenetur nocendi facultas.

Mise-en-page: Written in a single column in the text-block in a light brown ink. Introduced
with a one-line initial positioned in the left margin between the double
vertical bounding lines. Sub-clauses begin in the text-block with a
majuscule and a bracket shaped like an inverted ‘L’.

Hands: No. 11.

Date: s. xi

Text Language: Latin

Item: fols 108r, l. 15 - 115v, l. 42

Title: Lex Salica Karolina Emendata

Incipit: Si quis ad mallum legibus

Excipit: aut servus

Mise-en-page: Written in a single column in the text-block in a light brown ink.
Sub-clauses are introduced with one to two-line initials positioned in the
left margin between the double vertical bounding lines. Sub-clauses begin
in the text-block with a majuscule and a bracket shaped like an inverted ‘L’.
The Salic laws here are written without their prologue, in the same hand as
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the previous item (the prologue to the Lex Baivariorum), and continuing
directly on from it, giving the impression of them being a single text within
the manuscript.

Hands: No. 11.

Date: s. xi3/4

Text Language: Latin

PHYSICALDESCRIPTION

Form: Codex

Support: Parchment (goatskin?)

Binding: Modern library binding

Foliation: foliated on the upper right hand corner of the recto in black ink.

Collation: ii + 1-48, 56(wants 4-6), 6-88, 98+1, 10-148, 158(wants 8) + iii
Full quire diagram given in Appendix A, below

Folio Height: 260 (243-68) mm (quires 1-14)
256 (242-62) mm (quire 15)

Folio Width: 165 (158-78) mm

Layout: Ruling: Hard-point

Ruled From: Hair-side

Ruled Lines: 40 long lines, fols 1-8, 10, 12-13, 15, 17-36, 38-67,
69-108
41 long lines, fols 9, 11, 14, 16, 68
42 long lines, fols. 109-115

Ruled Height: 190 (181-92) mm, quires 1-14
199 (196-201) mm, quire 15

Ruled Width: 100 (91-105) mm, quires 1-14
95 (94-96) mm, quire 15

Bounding Lines: Double vertical bounding lines to either side of the main
text-block.
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Extenders: The pattern is erratic and difficult to discern on the
manuscript. The first and last two to four lines,
sometimes five are extended. Sometimes two or three
lines in the middle of the ruling grid, between lines 17
and 23 are also extended. Due to the condition of the
manuscript and difficulty in discerning the lines,
systematic survey and analysis is not possible. Sample
Ruling Grids are given in Appendix B.

Through lines: The pattern is erratic and difficult to discern on the
manuscript. The first and last two to four lines,
sometimes five are extended. Sometimes two or three
lines in the middle of the ruling grid, between lines 17
and 23 are also extended. The lines go through the
centrefold of the bifolium. Due to the condition of the
manuscript and difficulty in discerning the lines,
systematic survey and analysis is not possible. Sample
Ruling Grids are given in Appendix B.

Pricking: Single column in outer, upper and lower margins. The
main column of prick-marks on the outer margin are
usually about 1 cm from the edge.

Pricking Shape: Angular slits, knife tip or similar

Pricked From: Recto, quires 3-4, 7-10, 12
Verso, quires 2, 13
Mixed, quires 1, 5-6, 11, 14-15

DESCRIPTION OFHANDS

Number of Hands: 11

Summary: The manuscript contains the work of eleven (or possibly twelve) scribes,
across its three constituent blocks. The Edictus (fols 1-68) is copied by four
scribes, the Frankish and Saxon capitularies and the Lombard cartulary
(fols 69 - 108) a further six scribes, and the Bavarian and Salic laws by the
final scribe. Two of the scribes also contributed to Vienna, ÖNB MS Cod.
471 (Ciaralli, 2002: 99; Gobbitt, 2014: 52-56; Radding, 1997: 857; Radding
and Ciaralli, 2007: 90-91). Hand Nos 5 and 6 in this manuscript are hand
Nos 3 and 2, respectively, in the Vienna manuscript.
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Scribal Hand: 1

Scope: Major, text-block and additions in margins of fols 1r, l.
1 - 8v, l. 40 (Quire 1).

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A rounded script with clear spacing between words, but
graphs within a word tend to be positioned very close
together, sometimes overlapping. The g has a closed
upper lower bowls, the latter angling downwards and to
the left.

Ascenders: Double the height of the minims, with slightly wedged
or blobbed tops. The top of the shafts lean slightly
towards the left.

Descenders: As deep under the ruled line as the minim height is
above. Descenders end in a sharp point turned slightly
to the left.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.
Signe de renevois are used to connect the text-block to
the additions, diagrams and glosses in the margins,
copied in the same hand.

Punctuation: Medial punctus.

Ligatures: Tall but narrow st ligature, with the loop of the caroline
s forming the upright of the t, and the cross-stroke of
the t extending out to the left of the s.

Scribal Hand: 2

Scope: Major, text-block and additions in margins, fols. 9r, l. 1
- 35r, l. 40 (Quires 2-4)

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A slightly squat aspect, with graphs slightly wider than
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they are tall. The g has a closed upper bowl, and an
open lower bowl formed in a curve without
pen-flourishes.

Ascenders: Vertical and roughly double the minim height,
sometimes less, although the l is occasionally taller. The
tops are wedged with the point to the left.

Descenders: Angled to the left and reaching under the ruled line
almost as deep as the minim height is above.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.
Signe de renevois are used to connect the text-block to
the additions, diagrams and glosses in the margins,
copied in the same hand.

Punctuation: Medial Punctus

Ligatures: st with the height of the caroline s reaching lower than
than the hand’s ascenders usually do, before looping
down to form the top of the t. The cross-stroke of the t
reaches through the upright of the s.

Scribal Hand: 3

Scope: Major, text-block on fol. 35v (Quire 5). Written in two
columns in the text-block, but reforming as single
column where the text extends into the lower margin.

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A slight tremour to the hand, which seems more
pronounced due to the relatively thin quill nib. The
overall aspect is notably rounded, with ends of strokes
often finished in curling pen flourishes.

Ascenders: Reach to less than double the minim height, and tend to
be curled over to the left at the top.

Descenders: Extending below the ruled line to a depth equal to half
to three-quarters of the height the minims extend above
the ruled line. The curved base of the t is usually
positioned well below the ruled line as an extender.
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Descenders end in a curled flourish to left or, sometimes,
right.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.

Punctuation: Medial punctus

Ligatures: Occasional use of an st ligature, in which the loop of
the caroline s angles in a sharp line up and to the right
before curving sharply downwards to form the upright
of the t. The cross stroke does not extend through the
upright of the s.

Scribal Hand: 4

Scope: Major, text-block and additions in margins, fols. 36r, l. 1
- 68r, l. 41, and probably also fol. 68v (Quires 6-9)

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: Rounded graphs that seems less open due to the dark
ink and thick strokes. The tops and bottoms of stokes
are carefully curved although the uprights themselves
are neatly vertical. The bowls of the g are both closed,
with the lower bowl formed to be thin and pointed
downwards to the left.

Ascenders: Reach to almost double the minim height. The top of
the ascenders are formed as a point to the left, or a as an
angled line angling downwards from the upper right to
lower left.

Descenders: Reaching as far below the ruled line as the minims do
above, they end straight downwards in a sharp wedged
point.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.
Signe de renevois are used to connect the text-block to
the additions, diagrams and glosses in the margins,
copied in the same hand.

Punctuation: Medial punctus
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Ligatures: ct formed with a high loop angling sharply upwards
from the top of the upper stroke of the c and looping
over to form the upright of the t, while the cross-stroke
of the t extends to kiss the top of the upper stroke on the
c. The loop of the s on the st ligature does not reach as
high as that of the ct, but is otherwise formed in a
similar fashion. On both ligatures, the cross-stroke of
the t on both ligature extends to the right and frequently
becomes a part of the following graph,

Scribal Hand: 5

Scope: Major, text-block and additions in margins, fols. 69r, l. 1
- 71r, l. 26 (Quire 10)

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A rounded hand, with graphs slightly narrower than
they are tall, and with pronounced ascenders and
descenders. The minims are seriffed on the base-line.

Antonio Ciaralli concludes that is the same as scribal
hand No. 3 of the Vienna manuscript of the Liber
Papiensis, ÖNB MS Cod. 471 (Ciaralli, 2002: 99;
Radding, 1997: 857)

Ascenders: Near vertical, reaching to just over double the minim
height. The tops are either plain or wedged, with a point
to the left.

Descenders: Range in depth below the ruled base-line from around
half to one and a half times the height the minims reach
above the ruled base line. Descenders normally end in a
sharp point on the nib angle

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.
Signe de renevois are used to connect the text-block to
the additions, diagrams and glosses in the margins,
copied in the same hand.

Punctuation: Medial Punctus
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Ligatures: Very tall but narrow st ligature, with the cross-stroke of
the t joining the two uprights, and the loop of the
caroline s reaching to over double the minim-height.

Scribal Hand: 6

Scope: Major, text-block and additions fols. 71r, l. 27 - 108r, l.
10

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: Rounded proportions to the graphs, with somewhat
angular strokes. The ascenders are high in proportion to
the small minims and bowls, resulting in a script with a
clear and legible aspect. The g has an open lower bowl,
formed in a wide, curved loop.

Antonio Ciaralli concludes that is the same as scribal
hand No. 2 of the Vienna manuscript of the Liber
Papiensis, ÖNB MS Cod. 471. Following Ciaralli, this
scribe, a notary named Iohannis, also produced a
document recording the transfer of a vinyard in the
vicinity of Pavia in the 1070s, (Ciaralli, 2002: 99;
Radding, 1997: 857).

Ascenders: A little over double the height of the minims, the tops
are wedged with a sharp point to the left.

Descenders: The descenders are relatively shallow, extending below
the ruled line to a distance equal to between half and
three-quarters that of the minim-height. The bottoms of
the ascenders are marked with a pen-flick upwards and
to the right along the nib angle.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.
Signe de renevois connect the text-block to additions,
diagrams and glosses in the margins, in the same hand.

Punctuation: Medial Punctus

Ligatures: widely spaced st ligature, with the loop of the caroline s
reaching to a similar height as for other ascenders. The
cross-stroke of the t does not touch the upright of the s.
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Scribal Hand: 7

Scope: Minor, fol. 108r, ll. 10-24

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A rounded script, the baseline of which meanders a little
in relation to the ruled line. The ascenders are high, the
descnders less so, apart form the g for which the open
lower bowls is deep, wide and sometimes angular.

Ascenders: Reaching proportionally to two and a half times the
minim height, in part because the minims are relatively
short compared to the ruled space, with the top being a
blob or wedge.

Descenders: Reaching to less than half the depth below the ruled line
as the minims reach above it. However, in many cases
the foot of the minim is a little above the ruled base line,
so judging proportions here can be erratic. The
descenders end in a flat point on the nib angle.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.

Punctuation: Medial Punctus

Ligatures: An st ligature, equal in height to the other ascenders.
The uprights of the caroline s and the t angle towards
each other, while the loop of the s is wide with sharply
angled corners. Although the component graphs are
positioned close to each other, the cross-stroke of the t
does not cross the upright of the s.

Scribal Hand: 8

Scope: Minor, text-block, fol.108r, ll. 24-40 and lower margin

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A narrow angular script, again positioned somewhat
erratically in relation to the ruled base-line. The lower
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bowl of the g is open, formed as a short and angular
hook.

Ascenders: Reaching to approximately double the minim height.
The tops are formed with a short wedged point to the
left.

Descenders: The descenders are of various lengths, but mostly
extending to less than half the depth below the ruled
base line than the minims reach above it. As with hand
7, assessment is difficult as the relationship between the
base of the letter and the ruled base-line varies.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.

Punctuation: Medial punctus.

Scribal Hand: 9

Scope: Minor, text-block, fol. 108v, ll. 1-26 (as written, not as
ruled)

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A narrow, angular script, with the graphs seemingly
positioned close to each other so as to give it a crowded
aspect. This crowding is further emphasised through the
use of a thick nib and dark ink which is frequently
pooled on the parchment. There are many blotches. The
positioning of the graphs bare decreasing relation to the
ruled base-line as the copying continues. The g is
formed with a horn on the upper bowl, and a gaping
open lower bowl, with angular joints. The graphs on the
final six lines (ll. 21-26, as written) are larger and more
haphazard over all, but appear to be by the same scribe.

Ascenders: The ascenders reach to double the minim-height, with
the upright leaning to the right. The top of the ascenders
are wedged, blobbed or ink pools. The hook of the
caroline s when positioned at the end of a word, often
extends far enough to the right as to almost touch the
first graph of the following word, especially when it has
an ascender.
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Descenders: The descenders reach to a similar distance or more
below the point that the scribe appears to have
considered the base line, as the minim height. The
strokes continue to lean to the left, and end in points on
the nib angle. By the end of the stint copied by this
scribe there is very little ink pooling at the bottom of the
descenders.

Abbreviations: Occasional use of suspension marks to indicate a
standard Latin abbreviation, such as various forms of p.
But many endings are spelled out in full.

Punctuation: Medial punctus

Ligatures: A ct ligature on l. 20 joins the two graphs with a wide,
looping arch that is slightly lower than the other
descenders.

Scribal Hand: 10

Scope: Minor, fol. 108v, ll. 27 -36 (as written)

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii3/4

Description: A rounded script with neatly drawn graphs, but for
which little attention is paid to the ruled lines,
especially towards the end. When the text extends into
the lower margin, the line spacing becomes even wider.
The g is formed as two rounded bowls, with the lower
being almost but not quite closed.

Ascenders: Extending to some two-and-a-half times the minim
height, above the base line of the script. The uprights
are near vertical, and the tops are wedged in small
points to the left.

Descenders: Reaching to varying lengths below the baseline of the
script, equal to roughly three-quarters or more below
the base line, of the equivalent height above the
base-line that the minims reach. The ends of the
descenders are either pointed downwards, or ended in a
short serif that extends back upwards and to the right
along the nib angle.
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Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.

Punctuation: Medial punctus

Ligatures: An st ligature is used on l. 29 (as written), with a
narrow, sinuous loop that forms the uprights of both
graphs. The upright of the caroline s leans distinctly to
the right, while that of the t is vertical.

Scribal Hand: 11

Scope: Major, fols. 109r, l. 1 - 115v

Script: Late Caroline Minuscule

Date: s. xii2

Description: An open script with squared edges to the bowls, the
uprights lean to the right. The g is formed with an upper
bowl that is wider than it is high, and a lower bowl
formed with a vertical down-stroke, that then curves
into a flat stroke to the left, ending in a blob.

Ascenders: The ascenders lean to the right and have wedged tops.
They extend to double the minim height above the ruled
base-line.

Descenders: Extend vertically downwards and end in a sharp point
on the nib angle. Their depth below the ruled base-line
is a little longer than the height of the minims above the
ruled base-line.

Abbreviations: Usual Latin abbreviations, including various forms of p
for pro, per etc., as well as strokes for suspensions.

Punctuation: Medial punctus

Ligatures: A ct ligature with a high loop that rises at a sharp angle
fro mthe the top of the c before directly forming the
upright of the t. The loop is angled slightly to the right
and extends to a similar height as the other descenders.
Conversely, the loop of the st ligature is lower than the
other ligatures, with the loop joining the t at an angle.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Described by Thomas Gobbitt, March 2016, revised April 2017, as a part of the Lise-Meitner
Fellowship project Lombard Laws in the Long-Eleventh Century (Project No. M 1698-G21). Shared
subject to a Creative Commons License (CC-BY), meaning that the information may be freely used
and built upon as long as I, Dr. Thomas Gobbitt, am attributed as author, and any changes from the
original are noted.
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APPENDIX A: QUIRE DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX B: RULING GRIDS

The ruling grids throughout the manuscript are faint, and consequently difficult to observe and
record. This situation is particularly pronounced with the extenders and through-lines. On most
folios lines can be seen in some places, but elsewhere it is impossible to determine of the lines are
not present or simply not visible. A systematic survey and comparison of the production of the
ruling grids, is therefore not possible. The following three ruling grids offer samples of the main
forms employed: Ruling Grid A with 40 lines, Ruling Grid B with 41 lines, and Ruling Grid C with
42 lines. These examples are drawn from folios in which a full grid seems to be discernible, rather
than being representative of the normal approach or range of methods employed in the manuscript.

Ruling Grid A, fol. 40 Ruling Grid B, fol. 37 Ruling Grid C, fol. 113


